Ligand-Assisted Protein Structure (LAPS): An Experimental Paradigm for Characterizing Cannabinoid-Receptor Ligand-Binding Domains.
Detailed characterization of the ligand-binding motifs and structure-function correlates of the principal GPCRs of the endocannabinoid-signaling system, the cannabinoid 1 (CB1R) and cannabinoid 2 (CB2R) receptors, is essential to inform the rational design of drugs that modulate CB1R- and CB2R-dependent biosignaling for therapeutic gain. We discuss herein an experimental paradigm termed "ligand-assisted protein structure" (LAPS) that affords a means of characterizing, at the amino acid level, CB1R and CB2R structural features key to ligand engagement and receptor-dependent information transmission. For this purpose, LAPS integrates three key disciplines and methodologies: (a) medicinal chemistry: design and synthesis of high-affinity, pharmacologically active probes as reporters capable of reacting irreversibly with particular amino acids at (or in the immediate vicinity of) the ligand-binding domain of the functionally active receptor; (b) molecular and cellular biology: introduction of discrete, conservative point mutations into the target GPCR and determination of their effect on probe binding and pharmacological activity; (c) analytical chemistry: identification of the site(s) of probe-GPCR interaction through focused, bottom-up, amino acid-level proteomic identification of the probe-receptor complex using liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry. Subsequent in silico methods including ligand docking and computational modeling provide supplementary data on the probe-receptor interaction as defined by LAPS. Examples of LAPS as applied to human CB2R orthosteric binding site characterization for a biarylpyrazole antagonist/inverse agonist and a classical cannabinoid agonist belonging to distinct chemical classes of cannabinergic compounds are given as paradigms for further application of this methodology to other therapeutic protein targets. LAPS is well positioned to complement other experimental and in silico methods in contemporary structural biology such as X-ray crystallography.